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Many information systems are used in a problem solving ontext. Examples are travel
planning systems, atalogs in ele troni ommer e, or agenda planning systems. They an be
made more useful by integrating problem-solving apabilities into the information systems. This
poses the hallenge of s aleability: when hundreds of users a ess a server at the same time, it is
important to avoid ex essive omputational load.
We present the on ept of SmartClients : lightweight problem-solving agents based on onstraint
satisfa tion whi h an arry out the omputation- and ommuni ation-intensive tasks on the user's
omputer. We present an example of an air travel planning system based on this te hnology.
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Introdu tion

The world today is full of information systems whi h make huge quantities of information available. A good example is the travel domain, where information systems a essible through the Internet provide information about s hedules, fares and
availability of almost any means of transport throughout the world.
The rst generation of information systems provided simple database a ess failities su h as SQL whi h allow a user to a ess spe i information. The urrent
generation provides some intelligen e for lo ating the right information, for example
by sear hing for ights at a ertain fare or with ertain s hedule onstraints.
However, most information systems are ultimately used not to just provide information, but to solve problems. Thus, we believe that the next generation of
intelligent information systems should provide expli it support for the problemsolving a tivities that a user arries out with them. For example, a travel informa-
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tion system should help the user plan an entire trip a ording to onstraints and
preferen es, and not just give information about ertain airline s hedules.
One dimension of this new generation will be the integration of various information systems into a uniform framework using agents. Su h integration is apparent
for example in shopping robots su h as Jango [6℄, or in the integrated travel information system designed by Siemens as a demonstration within the FIPA [3℄
onsortium.
Another dimension will be to provide expli it problem-solving apabilities: help
with on guring a omplete solution, possibly onsisting of many parts. For example, a travel planning system would on gure an entire trip with mat hing outgoing
and return ights, ground onne tions, et . An insuran e planner ould on gure a
suitable insuran e pa kage from o ers of di erent ompanies with di erent parameters. Su h problem solvers will be essential to help people deal with the omplexity
of the information provided by the servers.
S aleability is a major point in this kind of appli ation sin e web servers often
have to deal with hundreds of users at the same time. Linden proposes in [8℄ a
framework for planning air travel using onstraints whi h has a lot of similarities
with our work, but all pro essing takes pla e on the server and is thus not s aleable.
The paper is organized as follows. The next se tion des ribes brie y our te hnology alled SmartClient and an example of how to apply this te hnology to the
travel domain. Se tion 3 des ribes the use of Constraint Satisfa tion Problems for
SmartClients and the main ar hite ture of our te hnology. In se tion 5 we des ribe a prototype alled the Air Travel Planning System whi h uses SmartClient
on epts. Con luding remarks an be found in se tion 5.
2.

Motivation

SmartClient te hnology is based on onstraint satisfa tion te hniques. In this se tion we brie y introdu e the basis of Constraint Satisfa tion Problems (CSPs) and
present the SmartClient on ept. Next, we des ribe how to apply SmartClient to
the travel domain and to more general networked information systems.
2.1. Constraint Satisfa tion Problems

Constraint Satisfa tion Problems (CSPs) are ubiquitous in appli ations like on guration [12, 11℄, planning [14℄, resour e allo ation [2, 13℄, s heduling [4℄ and many
others. A CSP is spe i ed by a set of variables and onstraints among them. A solution to a CSP is a set of value assignments to all variables su h that all onstraints
are satis ed. There an be either many, 1 or no solutions to a given problem.
The main advantages of onstraint based programming for this appli ation are the
following:



It o ers a general framework for stating many real world problems in a su in t
and ompa t way.



Solutions an be found using simple and formal algorithms.
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There are numerous methods for resolving on i ts, visualizing solutions, hara terizing the solution spa e, and transforming CSP into other forms.

A nite, dis rete Constraint Satisfa tion Problem (CSP) is de ned by a tuple P =
(X; D; C ) where X = fX1 ; : : : ; Xn g is a nite set of variables, ea h asso iated
with a domain of dis rete values D = fD1 ; : : : ; Dn g, and a set of onstraints C =
fC1 ; : : : ; Cl g. Ea h onstraint Ci is expressed by a relation Ri on some subset of
variables. This subset of variables is alled the onne tion of the onstraint and
denoted by on(Ci ). The relation Ri over the onne tion of a onstraint Ci is
de ned by Ri  Di1  : : :  Dik and denotes the tuples that satisfy Ci . The arity
of a onstraint C is the size of its onne tion.
A large body of te hniques exists for eÆ iently solving CSPs ([17℄).
2.2. SmartClients

An important issue whi h has to be fa ed in information systems is s aleability: the
ability to support large numbers of simultaneous users. Client-server omputing
allows su h s aleability by distributing the omputational load to the lient omputers. The on ept of thin lients has extended lient-server omputing to mu h
larger systems, in parti ular the Internet.
Traditional wisdom would say that in order to make a lient intelligent, it will
have to in lude a lot of omplex ode and data, i.e. be a very fat lient. The
point of this paper is to show that onstraint satisfa tion allows us to have smart
(intelligent) lients that are also smart (thin), by marrying two hara teristi s:




onstraint satisfa tion provides sear h algorithms whi h are both very simple
and ompa t to implement, and at the same time implement omplex behaviors
with reasonable eÆ ien y, and
onstraints allow representing omplex information in a ompa t form.

As a result, SmartClients are eÆ ient autonomous problem-solvers whi h at the
same time are small enough to be sent through a network in a short time.
Su h problem-solvers are parti ularly useful for atalog-type systems, where user
has to sele t from a range of possibilities: this set an be represented as a onstraint
satisfa tion problem and solved by in remental onstraint posting. However, one
an imagine similar SmartClients for designing and planning appli ations.
2.3. Travel Planning

Arranging a trip when we have to meet a variety of people in di erent pla es
involves numerous onstraints from many di erent information servers: people's
agendas, airline s hedules, server for fares, et . Let us onsider for the moment
only onstraints for a single server, the airline s hedules server.
In the urrent state of a airs, s hedule information an only be obtained by queries
made by travel agents or Web servers for parti ular routes, dates and times. Thus
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nding the optimal plan would require separate queries for every part of every
alternative itinerary. Sin e ea h query implies response times on the order of 1
minute, this makes travel planning very tedious. The prototypi al Air Travel Planning (ATP) system is a kind of personal assistant designed to fa ilitate arranging
this kind of trips using the on ept of smart agents. The prototype is des ribed in
detail in Se tion 4.
Consider the following example of a travel planning problem:
I live in Bern, Switzerland, and would like to visit olleagues in Prin eton
(New Jersey), and London. I would like to spend at least two days in ea h
pla e, and will need to travel in the rst two weeks of February.
Of ourse, I also have some preferen es about airlines, departure times, transfer
airports and so on, but these onstraints are too ompli ated to state in a rst
query.
Sin e I live in Bern, I an leave from any of three Swiss airports (Zuri h, Basel,
Geneva, abbreviated as ZRH, BSL, GVA). Also, for Prin eton I an y to two New
York airports (JFK, EWR) or to Philadelphia (PHL), and there are three airports
in London to onsider (LGW, LHR, LCY). Finding the best plan for my trip involves
he king all ombinations of ights between these airports on the dates whi h are
spe i ed in the main query. Thus, a system onsidering all the possibilities from
the example des ribed above will a ess the ight information for the initial query
as follows:
1. 1st leg from Bern to Prin eton: ights from ZRH/BSL/GVA to JFK/EWR/PHL on
the dates from 1st to 10th February,
2. 2nd leg from Prin eton to London: ights from JFK/EWR/PHL to LGW/LHR/LCY
on the dates from 4th to 12th February, and
3. 3rd leg from London to Bern: ights from LGW/LHR/LCY to ZRH/BSL/GVA on the
dates from 6st to 14th February.
Considering only dire t ights, there are in fa t more than 4 million solutions for
this problem. An intelligent tool would be of great help to manipulate this large
set.
There are two important questions about eÆ ien y in this kind of information
systems:
1. How many server a esses are required ?
2. How mu h information has to be sent from the server to the lient ?
Let us analyze these two questions in the traditional ight information systems
and in our smart-agent based system. In Table 1 we show the approximated answers
to the example des ribe above using onventional approa h versus SmartClient
agents.
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Table 1. Conventional systems vs. SmartClient systems. The data of the table
is al ulated onsidering that the user is interested in all possible ombinations of
ights that mat h the initial query of the example mentioned before.

Server a ess
Size of 1 transfer
Size of total transfers

Conventional Information Systems

Smart Client Agents

447039
60Kb
26.82 Gb

1
500 Kb
500 Kb

2.3.1. Conventional approa h. Let us onsider planning su h a trip using the
systems urrently available on the WWW. One type of system, most ommonly offered by airlines themselves, simply allows the user to inspe t ights or onne tions
for one parti ular leg at a time. On a multi-leg trip su h as this one, this would
require the ustomer to arefully note down all solutions for the di erent legs and
nally put together a solution by hand - not a very satisfa tory way of planning
su h a trip.
Fortunately, tools su h as Travelo ity [16℄ allow us to on gure multi-leg trips.
Complete itineraries are onstru ted on the server and returned to the ustomer
for sele tion. In an example su h as the one given above, we ould in prin iple
browse through all the 4 million possible solutions, evaluating ea h manually as to
whether it satis es our onstraints. Considering that solutions are displayed in web
pages with about 10 solutions at a time, this would involve an enormous number
of transfers. Ea h web page sent ba k has about 60 Kbytes, so in total we need to
transfer (and look at) about 24 Gbytes (4  106 =10  60 Kbytes) of information to
see the omplete solution spa e.
However, a smart user an save some time by exploiting regularities of the domain,
su h as the fa t that most ights operate daily and usually have spa e available.
But this means pre isely that the tool is not very intelligent: it still requires the
ustomer to do most of the work.
2.3.2. SmartClients o er the possibility to support the ustomer's de ision-making
pro ess with an intelligent s rat hpad. In ontrast to onventional tools, it an keep
tra k of all options and hoi es and avoid having to reload information whi h had
already been requested earlier.
First of all, the ustomer spe i es initial onstraints about the trip: the departure
and arrival airports, departure dates, and some general preferen es. The SmartClient then olle ts information about all ights whi h ould be part of a solution
in one single server a ess. Sin e the information is en oded as a Constraint Satisfa tion Problem (CSP), it only needs to re ord the sum of the information for ea h
possible ight, not all their ombinations. In this example, there are 795 possible
ights, ea h of whi h is en oded in a text line ontaining no more than 80 bytes.
Thus, the entire CSP takes up no more than 63 Kbytes (795  80bytes). Added
to this the size of the Java Constraint Library (100 Kbytes) and the graphi al
interfa e (300 Kbytes), the omplete SmartClient is no larger than 500 Kbytes.
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Considering that the size of an average response page from a onventional server
su h as Travelo ity is already 60 Kbytes, this is not a parti ularly large agent. It
an be transmitted through the Internet in less than 1 minute through a standard
modem.
The CSP in the SmartClient impli itly ontains all 4,470,396 possible solutions.
Be ause it runs lo ally on the ustomer's omputer, the best ombinations (a ording to some user's preferen es, as des ribed in Se tion 3.5) an be sear hed using
advan ed onstraint satisfa tion te hniques.
On e the ustomer has de ided on a parti ular solution, the SmartClient generates
a new request to the server, whi h an then initiate a booking pro ess.
2.4. Networked Information Systems

Often, problem solving requires information from many di erent servers. For example, in travel planning I not only have to onsider the air travel, but also:





s hedules of ground transportation to and from airports,
the availability of people that I want to meet, and
my own availability.

Travel planning requires nding a ombination of meeting time, ground and air
transportation that meets the onstraints of the parti ipants as well as the transportation means.
One an gure out that information about s hedules and agendas is available
through di erent agents a essible through a network. The planning problem ould
then be solved in the following steps:





gather information about s hedules and availability from ea h of the servers,
onstru t the ombined problem, and
solve this ombined problem in a single pro ess.

Here again, the formulation of solutions spa es as CSP an be of great help. The
planning agent an ombine the CSPs obtained from di erent servers into a single
CSP whi h represents the entire problem.
Consider the following example: Bill, living in Bern, Switzerland, has to arrange
a 3-hour business meeting with John, who is lo ated in Prin eton, USA. Both have
agenda agents whi h an be queried for time intervals when they are free, and the
airline provides its s hedules on a server. Bill an then leave the job of planning the
entire trip to his agent. Figure 1 shows the CSP that this planning agent would have
to onstru t and solve. Any solution to this CSP will be a onsistent ombination
of times and ights.
To onstru t this omplete CSP, the planning agent will have to obtain parts of
the CSP from di erent servers: Bill's agenda, the airline, and John's agenda. If ea h
of them an provide its information as a CSP, it be omes easy for the planning agent
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Bill’s
Agenda
CSP

Outgoing
Flight

Bill’s Airports
GVA, ZRH

John’s
Agenda
CSP

Travel CSP

Dep T1

Meeting Place
NYC, PHL
John’s Availability

Bill’s Availability

Arr T1

Start
Time
Dep T2

End
Time

Arr T2

Start Meeting
Date +Time

Start
Time

End Meeting
Date + Time

End
Time

Return
Flight

Variables Arr Ti, Dep Ti, Start-Time and End-Time contain information about Dates and Times

Figure 1. A CSP for a omplete travel planner ombining information from several servers. Ovals
represent the variables and the ar s the onstraints of the CSP. Note that Bill is living in Bern
(Switzerland), so he an leave from both Geneva or Zuri h airports. On the other side, Bill an
arrive at New York or Philadelphia be ause both are equally onvenient for rea hing Prin eton.

to ompose them into a single problem. It would also be possible to integrate other
CSPs representing for example, ground transportation, hotels, et . The solutions
to the ombined problem an then be generated and browsed using a SmartClient
just as in the ase of a single server. It would be extremely diÆ ult and ineÆ ient
to provide su h a servi e without the CSP formalism.

3.

Constraint Satisfa tion for SmartClients

In this se tion, rst we des ribe formally how we model the travel planning problem
as a CSP. Then, the ar hite ture for supporting SmartClients is des ribed. Subse tion 3.3 fo uses on the Java Constraint Library. The rest of the se tion is dedi ated
to explaining how the user deals with the SmartClient by posting onstraints in
order to get good solutions.
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3.1. Modeling the travel planning problem as a CSP

Let us formalize the problem of arranging travel plans using a onstraint-based formalism. We de ne an itinerary as a sequen e of legs or segments between di erent
destinations: itinerary = fleg0 ; leg1 ; : : : ; legn 1 g. Then, the CSP en oding the
travel planning problem with n legs is de ned by a tuple P = (X; D; C ) where:



= fDT0 , : : :, DTn 1 , AT0 , : : :, ATn 1 , Airports0 , : : :, Airportsn , F lights0 ,
, F lightsn 1, AirC raf ts, F ares, Airlines, : : :g is a set of variables. There
are several kind of variables:

X

:::

{
{
{
{



= fD1 ; : : : ; Dn g is the set of domains. There are several kinds of domains
depending on the type of the asso iated variable:

D

{
{
{
{



and ATi represent the dates and times on whi h the traveler ould
depart and arrive respe tively.
Airportsi represents the possible airports near the departure for legi of the
itinerary.
F lightsi stands for the possible
ights in between the airports of Airportsi
and Airportsi+1 .
The problem an have more variables for en oding the user's preferen es.
For example, variable AirC raf ts is used for en oding the type of air raft,
variable F ares for en oding the di erent types of fares, Airlines for the
di erent airline ompanies, et ... These onstraints an involve the whole
itinerary or only a spe i leg of the itinerary.
DTi

For variables DTi or ATi : the domain ontains all possible departure and
arrival times for the legi .
For variables Airportsi : the domain is a set of airports for the departure
of the legi .
For variables F lightsi : the domain is the set of possible ights from Airportsi
to Airportsi+1 .
For variables AirC raf ts, F ares and Airlines: the domain is the set of
di erent air rafts, the set of available fares or the set of airline ompanies
respe tively.

= fC1 ; : : : ; Ck g is the set of onstraints. Basi ally, there are two kinds of
onstraints: those imposed by the user's preferen es and those imposed by
ight s hedules. There are onstraints on the variables F lightsi , Airportsi ,
DTi and ATi that guarantee that the
ight is ompatible with the airports,
departures times and arrival times. A binary onstraint in between ATi and
DTi+1 takes into onsideration that the
ight for legi+1 departs after the ight
for legi arrives. Then most of the user's preferen es are expressed by means
of onstraints between F lighti variables and Air raf ts, Airlines, F ares and
other variables.

C
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In Figure 2, we show the onstraint graph representing the example des ribed
above.
AT2
GVA, ZRH

Aircraft
types

DT0
Flights 0
Airline
company

AT0
LGW, LHR, LCY
DT1

Available
fares

Flights 1

...

AT1
JFK, EWR, PHL

DT2

Flights 2

Other
variables

Figure 2. The onstraint graph representing all the possible solutions for the given example.
Nodes represent variables and the edges represent the onstraints. The onstraints guarantee that
the user's preferen es are taken into onsideration and the ight s hedules are satis ed.

3.2. Ar hite ture1

SERVER
Database
with
information
for the CSP

Generation of
CSP

Initial
specification

CLIENT

smart agent

Resolution of
CSP

Figure 3. SmartClient ar hite ture. The CSP is generated on the server side from the initial user
query. Then, the CSP is sent ba k to the lient side where the user's omputer an solve the
problem lo ally without further need for data from the server.

The ar hite ture supporting smart-agent methodology is shown in Figure 3. The
lient sends a request ontaining the user onstraints to the server. The server
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a esses databases in order to generate the orresponding CSP taking into onsideration the onstraints of the user. The CSP is pa kaged with a sear h algorithm to
form an agent, the SmartClient, whi h is transfered to the lient side. In this way
the user an browse through the di erent solutions by intera ting with the agent
lo ally.
We de ompose the pro ess into two parts:



the information server ompiles all relevant information from the database and
the user onstraints (query) into the orresponding CSP. The variables of the
CSP depend on how the problem has been modeled. The domains of variables
must be sear hed for in a database or an information system. In our ar hite ture, the exa t queries to the databases depend on the query of the user. For
example, in the domain of air travel planning, if the user wants to ight from
Geneva to London on the 2nd or the 3rd of July, then we will sear h for ights
on these dates going from Geneva to London. Our prototype for planning ights
uses the Galileo reservation system whi h is used by Swissair and other major
airlines. The advantage of building the CSP on the server side and sending it
to the lient side is that the CSP is a ompa t representation of all solutions
that the problem an have given the initial restri tions of the user. So, the CSP
an be transferred qui kly.



the server sends a smart agent onsisting of the CSP and sear h algorithms to
the lient. This allows the user to browse through all the possible solutions.
Sin e the agent exe utes on the lient, response time an be very fast and the
user an ompare di erent alternatives without pla ing unne essary load on the
server.

Building the CSP requires only a small fra tion of time ompared to solving the
CSP, so having the agent exe uted on the lient signi antly redu es server overload.
After having generated the CSP it is no longer ne essary to a ess the server, so
the agent is ompletely autonomous
3.3.

Java Constraint Library (JCL)2

We implemented the Java Constraint Library (JCL [15℄), whi h allows us to
pa kage onstraint satisfa tion problems and their solvers in ompa t autonomous
agents suitable for transmission on the Internet. It provides servi es for:




reating and managing dis rete and binary CSPs, and
applying prepro essing and sear h algorithms to CSPs.

The JCL an be used either in a stand-alone Java appli ation or in an applet (an
applet is an appli ation designed to be transmited over the Internet and exe uted
by a Java- ompatible Web browser). The purpose of the JCL is to provide a framework for easily building agents that solve CSPs on the Web. The JCL allows the
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Shell

Graphi al User Interfa e (GUI) for editing
and solving CSPs
JCL

Algorithms for sear hing
solutions and
prepro essing CSPs

Javas ript

Fun tions for
s ripting HTML
pages

Java language

Figure 4. The omponents of the JCL environment. The JCL is omposed by two main elements:
the Constraint Library and the Graphi al User Interfa e. The Constraint Library is implemented
in Java being able to be used in applets. The Shell is a GUI for the library that ombines Java
with Javas ript allowing the system to present results in HTML pages.

development of portable appli ations and applets using the onstraint me hanisms.
It an be downloaded from http://liawww.epfl. h/~torrens/JCL.
Basi ally, the JCL is divided into two parts: a Constraint Library available on
the Web and a Shell with a Graphi al User Interfa e built on the top of this library
(see Figure 4).
3.3.1. The Constraint Library provides methods for building CSPs from s rat h
and solving them. The user only has to model the problem as a CSP and then use
the methods from the JCL to build the CSP. On e the CSP is built, any of the
algorithms implemented in the JCL an be used for solving the CSP. These algorithms an sear h for one, all or n solutions depending on one parameter that the
user an set. On e the solving algorithm nishes, the JCL reports an enumeration
of the solutions found and some statisti s on the sear h. Statisti s on the sear h
in ludes the number of ba ktra ks, the number of onsisten y he ks, the number
of instantiations, and so forth. The library ontains both sear h and prepro essing algorithms. The sear h algorithms allow us to nd solutions of a CSP, while
the prepro essing algorithms are used to simplify a CSP by eliminating values and
ompound labels that do not a e t its solutions. Several sear h algorithms are implemented in the JCL. There are three main algorithms derived from Chronologi al
Ba ktra king (BT) that are: Ba kmarking (BM), Ba kjumping (BJ) and Forward
Che king (FC). Combinations of these algorithms yield other algorithms (see [7℄
for more details on these ombined algorithms) whi h are implemented in the li-
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brary: Constraint-dire ted Ba kjumping, Graph-based Ba kjumping, Ba kmarking
with Ba kjumping, Ba kmarking with onstraint-dire ted Ba kjumping, Ba kmarking with graph-based Ba kjumping , Forward Che king with Ba kjumping, Forward
Che king with onstraint-dire ted Ba kjumping , Forward Che king with graph-based
Ba kjumping and MAC (Forward he king using ar onsisten y). Some ombinations of them are implemented in CSPLib [18℄ and just adapted in the JCL.
Two prepro essing algorithms are implemented in the JCL: Ar - onsisten y (AC)
and Path- onsisten y (PC) [9℄.
The JCL has been extended with methods for dealing with ex lusion onstraints
(unary onstraints) and with binary relations like =, 6=, <, >, , and . In this
way, the JCL supports the Constraint Choi e Language whi h is an agent ontent
language designed to expli itly support agent ommuni ation about CSPs [19℄.
Su h language ould be useful for SmartClients that ombine several information
systems. In the travel domain, we an imagine several SmartClient agents for onguring di erent parts of a travel ( ights, hotels, events, et ). The ommuni ation
among this agents ould be done using CCL, and the solving pro ess would be
arried out by the JCL.
3.3.2. The User Graphi al Interfa e (GUI) has been implemented for easing the
integration of the Constraint Library into Java appli ations and applets where the
results of the algorithms must be displayed graphi ally. We have also implemented
an appli ation and an applet for editing and solving general CSPs. The user an
build variables, domains and onstraints by means of a graphi interfa e. CSPs an
also be saved to a text le following a on rete syntax, so they an be edited in
any text editor. The fun tionality of the GUI allows the user to onne t applets to
HTML pages as well by means of Javas ript.
The main goals of the GUI for the JCL are:




test and demonstrate the library graphi ally and intuitively, and
provide lasses in order to easily allow us to integrate the solving algorithms
with graphi al appli ations or applets.

3.4. Representing solution spa es

Compa ting solution spa es is a key point for SmartClient te hnology where solutions spa es are sent through the Web to the user's omputer. In this subse tion,
the issue of how CSPs an help ompa ting solution spa es is dis ussed.
Combinatorial problems an have an enormous number of solutions, arising through
the ombinations of variable values. For a problem with n variables of uniform domain size d, there an be up to dn di erent solutions. A omplete enumeration of
all solutions would require n  dn units of storage.
If variables are ompletely independent, the spa e an be represented as a ross
produ t of all their values. This would require only n  d units of storage.
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However, in most ases the admissible ombinations are restri ted by onstraints.
In the worst ase, a onstraint an be stored as a list of all the admissible tuples. In
su h a ase, a k -ary onstraint an require up to dk units of storage. In a network
with n variables, there an be at most n  (n 1)  (n k + 1)  nk su h onstraints,
so in the worst ase we require at most
(n  d)k
units of memory to store a network of degree k . If k is relatively small with respe t
to n, this is exponentially better than storing all admissible ombinations. The pri e
to pay, of ourse, is that solutions an only be a essed by solving the NP- omplete
problem of onstraint satisfa tion. We all a spa e of solutions des ribed in this
way a onstraint spa e.
3.5. Browsing solution spa es

Very often, the initial onstraints given by the ustomer de ne a very large spa e of
possible solutions. For example, even if I want to travel on a parti ular day, there
is often a bewildering number of possible ights and ombinations of them that
I ould take. While it is possible to optimize for a single riterion, su h as pri e
or travel time, this might ause the user to miss solutions whi h would have been
preferred: a small in rease in pri e might be a eptable in return for an advantage
in another riterion. Intera tive browsing is ne essary to nd the right solutions in
su h a multi- riteria problem.
Formulating solution spa es using the CSP formalism o ers interesting possibilities for this browsing pro ess. In parti ular, users an narrow down their hoi es
by posting additional onstraints on the solutions they see. These onstraints an
be formulated on any attribute of the solutions. For example, in an airline travel
problem, it would be possible to formulate onstraints su h as \minimum layover
time has to be 90 minutes" and lter ight ombinations in this way. Sin e the onstraint satisfa tion algorithms are ompletely uniform, su h additional onstraints
an be in orporated into the system at any moment, thus sear hing new solutions
a ording to the new posted onstraints.
The SmartClient an thus implement approa hes similar to that in [8℄, where
sample solutions are proposed to the ustomer and stimulate formulation of additional onstraints to rule out undesirable features. However, with SmartClients
this me hanism an be mu h more powerful, sin e it is not limited by the need to
ommuni ate with the entral server.
3.6. Con guration onstraints, user's preferen es and riteria for optimality

User's preferen es an be set by posting onstraints on the attributes of any proposed solution. In our framework, user's preferen es are modeled as soft onstraints.
Normally, there are also onstraints that are prede ned for optimizing some riteria. For example, users always prefer inexpensive produ ts, thus the pri e ould
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be a riterion to be optimized. Con guration onstraints are also needed in order
to guarantee the orre tness of the solution. The following types of onstraints are
identi ed:



Constraints for on guration : onstraints that never an be violated. These
onstraints guarantee the feasibility and the orre tness of a solution. For example, if we want to go from Geneva to Paris for one day, the return ight
must be taken after the outgoing ight has arrived to Paris.



Constraints for preferen es : onstraints for expressing user's preferen es. By
mean of these onstraints we express the expli it user's preferen es, for instan e,
the user ould prefer to y with SwissAir rather than with Lufthansa.



Constraints for optimization : onstraints for determining the quality or optimality of a (partial) solution. Some optimality riteria whi h are valid in general
an be prede ned. For example, users don't like to stop in intermediate airports
or buyers want to pay as less as possible for a on rete good.

The next subse tion des ribes the algorithms whi h allow us to nd solutions
where the CSP is over onstrained by minimizing the on i ting onstraints.
3.7. Dealing with over onstrained situations

Through onstraint posting, the user an qui kly arrive at a situation where there
is no longer any solution satisfying all onstraints. Su h situations have been extensively studied within the onstraint satisfa tion framework, and there are several
alternatives for dealing with them:



in partial onstraint satisfa tion ([5℄), we nd solutions where some variable
assignments violate onstraints. The advantage of this framework is that it is
simple to implement and gives intuitive results. The disadvantage is that we
might also obtain in onsistent solutions, violating for example the onstraint
that we annot leave a ity before having arrived there.



many frameworks have been proposed for separating soft and hard onstraints.
For example, Borning ([1℄) orders onstraints in a hierar hy of importan e; the
best solutions are those whi h satisfy all onstraints up to a maximal level in
this hierar hy. This framework lets us avoid in onsisten ies, but the solutions
are less intuitive to users: we would, for example, prefer to violate a onstraint
on the preferred airline 10 times rather than violate two di erent preferen es
on departure times. Also, it is diÆ ult to establish an ordering of onstraints
whi h re e ts the user's preferen es.



the user an be asked to retra t ertain onstraints. Su h retra tion an be
hronologi al, or it an be supported by an expli it analysis to nd minimal
on i ting sets of onstraints. This approa h is the most satisfying one, as the
user an get an explanation su h as \you annot leave later than 8 am and travel
with your preferred airline". However, it involves numerous diÆ ulties: the
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number of on i t sets an grow exponentially with the number of onstraints,
it is omputationally expensive to ompute then, onstraints and on i t sets
need to be displayed and hosen from, et .
In light of this dis ussion, our prototype performs partial onstraint satisfa tion taking into a ount the penalties of the violated onstraints, and also allows hronologi al retra tion of onstraints by the user when (s)he is not satis ed with the
solutions obtained in this way.
4.

The Air Travel Planning (ATP) prototype3 [10℄

We have implemented a prototype for Air Travel Planning (ATP) using SmartClient
te hnology. In most urrent travel e- ommer e sites, the traveler needs to enter
dates, times and destinations and is then dire tly led to a small hoi e of ights.
In our approa h, the buyer initially spe i es only a set of possible destinations and
ranges of dates. The atalog then proposes a large set of possible produ ts, using
three di erent displays:



an overview display whi h allows omparing the entire range of solutions a ording to sele ted riteria,




spe i

example produ ts to eli it further onstraints on their attributes, and

a visualization omparing small sets of alternatives in their attributes.

In all these displays, buyers identify their needs ( onstraints) and evaluate them
onstantly until they rea h an optimal solution. Flexible intera tion sequen es are
supported through the use of onstraint satisfa tion as a basi sele tion me hanism
(as des ribed in previous se tions). This allows us to model a buyer's riteria
a urately and expli itly. Constraints an be posted and retra ted in any order,
resulting in a exible onversation that rapidly leads the buyer to re ne his needs.
Constraint satisfa tion paradigm provides support for visualizing and omparing
the entire spa e of possibilities, thus ending up with a solution that appears to be
the best deal and that she/he is thus ready to buy.
4.1. De ning initial needs

Buyers enter the intera tion with often very vague ideas of what their a tual needs
are. In air travel, they usually know where and roughly when they want to travel,
but they do not think of many other se ondary riteria, su h as departure times,
airports and airlines they like to avoid, et .
We use a world map as a metaphor for de ning origination and destination airports. As a user zooms in, detailed information appears, su h as ea h ountry's
ontours and the names of available airports. Cli king any name will enter the
orresponding airport into the itinerary de nition panel lo ated on the upper-left
orner (see Figure 5). The system automati ally sele ts airports whi h are really
lose to the airports entered by the user.
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Figure 5. Query display with world map in the initial panel. The user an input his/her initial
preferen es about the travel, basi ally the destinations and the dates.

The Sear h trips button generates a solution spa e whi h is then shipped to the
ustomer's side, whose onstraints and preferen es are used as guidelines to de ne
an initial fo us on the solution spa e.
4.2. Getting an overview of the available produ ts

Often, the range of hoi es that a buyer might onsider is bewildering. When there
are many ompeting and possibly on i ting evaluation riteria, there an be a huge
number of relevant hoi es, ea h optimal for some of the riteria and suboptimal
for others. For example, the heapest ight may require three plane hanges. In
trip planning, the omplexity and ri hness of su h de ision problems are further
ompounded by the onditional nature of users' riteria. That is for ertain ights,
they would prefer the heapest, while for others, they would prefer non-stop feature.
Su h multi- riteria analysis an be performed in the overview display (see Figure 6), showing a s atter-plot of a sample set of solutions a ording to total time
(horizontal axis) and departure time for segment 2 (verti al axis). In the shown ex-
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ample, the s atter-plot is useful to see that if the user wants to leave in the morning
for the segment two, he has basi ally two options:



to leave on the 20th of January, or



to leave on the 18th of January but take a solution that takes about 3 hours
more than the others.

Figure 6. Tradeo between departure time for segment 2 and total ying time in the overview
panel. It is possible to inspe t ea h of the possibilities in the Overview panel, and use this to
make an initial hoi e whi h we then further inspe t in the other views or panels. Sele ted ights
are displayed in detail on the ight table below the graphi al plot.

Solutions an be sele ted and are then stored in the Current trip summary panel.
At any moment during the solution spa e navigation and browsing, users an go
to the Overview panel to further ompare trips. Overviews an be provided for
any ombination of pri e, total ying time, number of intermediate stops, departure/arrival times for any segment, and so on.
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4.3. Eli iting further needs and onstraints

A typi al buyer has many onstraints that are not stated up front. The user be omes
aware of these only when solutions are proposed that violate them. The Edit
preferen es panel, shown in Figure 7, allows us to post onstraints on any item in
the display. In the textual display, they an be posted by li king on the respe tive
ell and thus a tivating a menu, as shown in the gure. Similarly, it is possible to
post onstraints on any of the following solution attributes:









pri e,
airlines,
air raft types,
departure and arrival dates,
departure and arrival times,
intermediate airports, and
dire t of non-dire t ights.

When onstraints are posted in this way, they are automati ally restri ted to the
ontext in whi h they were posted. For example, if the user posts a onstraint on
a departure time, it will by default be applied to ights for that parti ular leg and
leaving from that parti ular airport only. Appli ability an be further restri ted
by sele ting ells as a ontext, for example only when leaving from San Fran is o
airport be ause of the longer driving time.
Constraints an also be posted using sliders in the graphi al tra er display above
the textual display, whi h is dis ussed in more detail later.
Posting onstraints in this manner eliminates one major diÆ ulty with onversational interfa es: it makes it impossible for the user to input onstraints that
annot be understood. Sin e the display does not show attributes or values that
do not exist, it is not possible to post onstraints on them.
At any time, the user an request the system to ompute a new set of solutions
that satisfy all onstraints posted so far, and will usually obtain immediate response.
4.4. Comparing alternatives in detail

The tra er display (see Figure 7) shows ea h solution as a tra e through the set
of ight attributes omprising a trip itinerary. For ea h attribute there is one
verti al bar with its possible values. A solution is a tra e that links the values of
the di erent attributes. The tra er display qui kly makes apparent the di eren es
among a set of possibilities. The tra er display also allows us to post additional
onstraints by using sliders on ea h attribute. This gives users who prefer to work
with more graphi al abstra tions another way of de laring needs and riteria to the
system. Sliders on attribute bars an further provide rapid spe i ation of ranges
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Figure 7. Edit preferen es display allows the user to post preferen es on any attribute of any displayed solution. Ea h solution is shown as a tra e through the set of ight attributes. Constraints
an be posted by using sliders and he k boxes on the attributes.

of dates and time. Cli king on the other hand allows easy intera tion for hoi es,
su h as whether someone wants to stop in a spe i intermediate airport or not.
As an alternative way, this intera tion design is parti ularly useful when travel is
less onstrained, allowing buyers to qui kly de ide that they an only expe t small
di eren es in ost, but potentially large gains in travel time. This me hanism an
help users de ne riteria to nd the \good deal".
5.

Con lusions

The modern world overwhelms people with massive information overload. We believe that Arti ial Intelligen e te hniques have an important role to play in dealing
with it. Up to now, mu h work has on entrated on te hniques for retrieving or
ltering information as su h. We believe that the next step is to a tively support
the user in the problem-solving pro ess. Only in this way an we a hieve further
substantial redu tions in the omplexity a user has to deal with.
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Sin e most problem-solving is either ompute- or knowledge-intensive, providing
su h fun tionality poses severe s alability problems. In an information system that
has to serve thousands of users with small response times, the time that an be
allotted to ea h individual user is very small. Smart lients o er a way out of
this s aleability problem by making available the omputation apa ity of ea h
user, thus linearly s aling the available apa ity with the total load. The work we
present here shows that ontrary to what one might assume, this paradigm is very
manageable for real appli ations. We hope to en ourage others to investigate su h
an ar hite ture for other problems as well.
Another important aspe t of our work is the use of the onstraint satisfa tion
paradigm. It allows us to represent omplex problems and their solution algorithms
in a very ompa t way sin e onstraint satisfa tion is extreme in its ompa tness
and simpli ity. In networked environments where the size of appli ations be omes
important, this is another interesting feature whi h an be exploited in many other
appli ations.
SmartClients are a new way of applying onstraint satisfa tion te hniques. Rather
than fo using on eÆ ient solvers, we exploit the possibilities of representing spa es
of solutions as onstraint satisfa tion problems. This possibility is important for
information systems, where problem solving is based on omparing or synthesizing
large numbers of solutions from a set given by an information system server.
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Notes

1. Note that SmartClient ar hite ture is prote ted by a pending patent.
2. The JCL is distributed in open sour e software under the terms of the LGPL (Lesser General
Publi Li ense Version 2).
3. A long version of this hapter an be found in [10℄.
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